AN APPLICANT’S OWN COPENDING PATENT
AS A REFERENCE
By the term “ copending patent” is meant a patent
granted on an application which is copending with the ap
plication containing the claim at issue. The situation in
volves the questions of Avhether or not the copending pat
ent is prior art, double patenting, and dedication to the
public of the unclaimed matter disclosed in the first pat
ent.
The first decision which I Avill consider is ThomsonHouston Electric Co. v. Ohio Brass Co., et al., 80 Fed.
712 (6 C. C. A.) May 17, 1897:
The invention related to a switch for electric rail
ways. The suit Avas on Van Depoele patent 424,695. The
application for this patent Avas filed before an application
which resulted in an earlier granted patent to the same
inventor. The defense here was invalidity of the earlier
filed bnt later granted patent on the ground of double
patenting. The Court stated:
“ With respect to the SAvitch or switch plate, in
the patent of later application and earlier issue the
inventor added to the simple SAAutch box, center ribs
and side contractions of the extremities of the pas
sageways for the purpose of more certainly directing
the trolley wheel in entering and leaving the SAAutch
in the way in which it should go. With respect to the
trolley arm, the improvement consisted in making it
of adjustable length. The claims, all of them, include
and refer to one or the other of these improvements.

Now, it is not material to this discussion whether
these improvements are patentable or not.”
An opposite viewpoint was taken by the Circuit Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit in Willcox & Gibbs
Sewing Machine Co. v. Merroiv Machine Co., 93 Fed. 206,
in a decision rendered October 26,1898. In this case the

invention related to a sewing machine. Two patents were
granted to the same joint inventors on the same day. The
Court held invalid the claim of the patent granted on the
later filed application, basing its holding on the disclos
ure in the patent having the earlier filing date, in view of
prior art.
In the case of Cleveland Foundry Co. et al. v. Detroit
Vapor Stove Co., 131 Fed. 853, Circuit Court of Appeals,
Sixth Circuit, decision rendered May 14, 1903, the Court
followed the decision in Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
V. Ohio Brass Co., saying:
“ It is true that in the applications for these pat
ents for improvements there was no express dis
claimer or renunciation of the matter of the former
application. But that was unnecessary. That appli
cation was pending and being prosecuted in the.Pat
ent Office, and the fact that the applicant for the im
provement patents did not intend to release his for
mer invention to the public was as well understood
as if he had in express terms said so. In order ‘to e x - .
plain the basis of the improvement patents, it was
necessary to state what the improvement was upon,
and how it fitted it. Having done this, he claimed
what was new, and thereby distinguished what his
patent was intended to include.”
In Century Electric Co. v. Westinghouse E. & Mfg.
Co., 191 Fed. 350, 353, Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth
Circuit, decision rendered November 3, 1911; the Court
said:
“ The sum of the whole matter is that while an
earlier patent avoids a later patent to the same pat
entee for the invention claimed and secured by the
former it does not invalidate a later patent to him
for a distinct, different and separable invention
whether generic or specific, whether ?in original ma-
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chine or process, or both, or an improvement thereon
which is not actually claimed or secured by the ear
lier patent. Thomson-Houston Elec. Co. v. Elmira
& H. Ey. Co., 71 Fed. 396, 405, 18 C. C. A. 145, 154;
Electrical Accumulator Co. v. Brush Electric Co., 52
Fed. 130, 138, 139, 2 C. C. A. 682, 690, 691.”

In re Isherwood, 1917 C. D. 226, Court of Appeals of
the District of Columbia, June 2, 1917—Van Orsdel, J:
The invention related to a hull construction for sea
going vessels. Such hull constructions are made up of
longitudinal and transverse frames, and in order to make
the outer surfaces of the longitudinal and transverse
frames flush with each other, it is necessary to provide
some means for crossing them. One method is to cut one
set of frames at the intersections and unite them to the
other set by brackets, and this is known as the intercostal
system. The other is the continuous system in which one
set of frames is notched so as to receive the other set.
This is known as the continuous system.
Isherwood had been granted a patent containing a
generic claim covering both the intercostal and continu
ous systems and also a claim specific to the continuous
system. The claim under rejection in the copending ap
plication was specific to the intercostal system. The claim
was rejected on applicant’s prior copending patent in
view of prior art. The statement is made in the decision
“ The patentability of the present claims may be decided
on appellant’s patent by the same rules which would be
applied to test their anticipation by a patent to another.”
This language, however, is not borne out by the actual
facts in the ease, as shown by another statement in the
decision,— “ The present claims were rejected in the light
of the patent to avoid double patenting.” The decision
further points out that “ The modification here presented
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has been included in appellant’s patent. It is therefore
difficult to understand where he has been injured.” This
decision was really based on the ground that the claim in
the application differed from the claim in the patent only
by a mere unpatentable modification and that to allow
the claim in the application would result in double patenting.

Harvey Hubhell, Inc. v. General Electric Co., 267
Fed. 565, Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, May
26, 1920. Nos. 220, 221—Circuit Judge Hough:
The invention related to a separable attachment elec
tric plug. Two patents were granted on the same day,
the patent earlier in number being referred to as the sen
ior patent and the one later in number, the junior patent.
The decision held that thb earlier numbered patent is
prior art to the later numbered patent. In this particular
case, the earlier numbered patent was applied for more
than a year before the later numbered patent. The Court
stated:
“ Under such circumstances, the art to and in
cluding the senior patent is known to the patentee
not only by legal presumption, but by personal
study” ,
and cited Willcox, etc., Co. v. Merrow, etc., Co., as au
thority.
The doctrine of a copending application forming a
part of the prior art was repudiated later in the same
circuit in the case of Traitel Marble Co. v. Hungerford
Brass & Copper Co., 22 Fed. (2d) 259, which is probably'
the leading recent case on this subject.
The next case for consideration is Ex parte Ham
mond and Hammond, 1922 C. D. 15, Decision by Com
missioner Kinnan, July 31, 1922:
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The invention related to a pressure gauge having an
adjustable blow-otf and a three-way coupling, the com
plete device adapted for use in inflating pneumatic tires.
The appellants had already obtained a patent which was
copending with a parent application, of which the pres
ent application containing the rejected claims was a divi
sion. The Examiners in Chief had rejected the claims on
appellants’ prior copending patent in view of prior art
and this was sustained by the Commissioner, who stated:
“ It is believed to be elemental that where there
are two patents granted, especially at different dates,
there must be two inventions, one invention which
forms the basis of one patent and the other inven
tion that of the second patent. A disclosure in a
patent is conclusive evidence that the inventor was
in possession of a knowledge of what is there dis
closed at least as early as the date on which his ap
plication was filed. If another patent is to be
granted, either to the same or a different inventor,
on an application filed subsequently to that on which
the patent was granted, such later patent must be for
a means or a process involving an invention over
what is disclosed in the earlier patent, whether
reached by a claim or not, unless the filing date of
such earlier patent has been overcome by affidavit or
judgment of priority. Where the prior patent, as in
the present case, disclosed only a single species of
the invention and is issued to the same inventor who
seeks a second patent, the prior patent is a bar to any
subsequent claim for a construction actually dis
closed in that patent and reached by any of its claims.
If a second patent is to be granted, what is claimed
therein must involve invention over the structure
embraced in the claims of the prior patent. The fore
going is stated after a full consideration of the hold
ing in E x parte Thomas (C.D. 1918, 11; 251 O.G.
839.) In the appellant’s prior patent, 1,035,185,
there is but one species or embodiment of the device.
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and this is squarely embraced by the claims, es
pecially claim 6. This patent is a reference, there
fore, for any claim of the present case which does not
define invention over the device of the patent. In de
termining what is invention the additional prior art
should be considered. (In re Isherwood, C.D., 1917;
226; 245 O.G., 847; 46 App. C.D., 507.) ’’
It will be noted that there are several conflicting
statements in this decision, it being stated in one place
that the claims in the second patent must involve inven
tion over what is disclosed in the earlier patent whether
reached by a claim or not, and in another place the deci
sion is based simply on the ground of double patenting in
which it is required that the claim of the second patent
patentably distinguish from the claim of the first patent.
The Hammond and Hammond decision is referred to and
explained by Commissioner Kinnan in Ex parte Chapman, 1924 C.D. 143, June 12,1923. Here he states:

“ It is entirely obvious that applicant can not ob
tain a second patent for an invention already patent
ed to him, and this is true whether the application
for the already-granted patent was filed before or
after the filing of the application for the second pat
ent. It is also settled law that he can not obtain a
second patent unless what is set forth in the claims
involves an invention over what has already been
patented to him. In determining whether such claims
of the second application define invention over what
has been patented in appellant’s prior patent it is
proper to consider the prior art in connection with/
such previously-granted patent. I f with the appli'cant’s prior patent and the other prior art placed
before him nothing but ordinary mechanical skill is
necessary to produce the device for which applicant
is seeking a second patent, he has made no second
invention and is not, therefore, entitled to a second
patent.”

“ In Ex parte Hammond and Hammond, 1922 C. D.
1 5 ,1 held a claim in a later application, to be patentable, must define something in addition to and which
involves an invention over what is covered by the
patent and the prior art. ’ ’

The next case is Sandy MacGregor Co., et al. v. Vaco
Grip Co., 2 Fed. (2d) 655, Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth
Circuit, December 11, 1924. No. 4109—Circuit Judge
Denison.

The expression “ covered by the patent” is presumed to
mean covered by the claims of the patent, and in this light
the decision in E x parte Hammond and Hammond is
placed definitely on the ground of double patenting.
Ex parte Chapman, 1924 C. D. 143, Decision by Com
missioner Kinnan, June 12, 1923:
The invention related to a signaling device to be at
tached to the wheel of a vehicle. Chapman had previously
obtained a patent which disclosed and claimed a device
of the same general character-and intended for the same
purpose. The application for the patent was copending
with the application containing the claims under rejec
tion.

The invention related to a golf practicing and exer
cising device. Two applications were filed, the second ap
plication being filed about six months after the first. Both
patents were granted on the same day. The second pat
ent, that is, the one having the higher serial number al
though granted on the same day as the first patent, was
said by the defendant to be invalid because its claims
did not show any invention as compared with the dis
closure of the earlier numbered patent, and the earlier
numbered patent was said to be, with reference to the
other, a part of the prior art. With regard to the earlier
numbered patent forming a part of the prior art against
the later nmnbered patent, the Court said :
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“ We can see no basis for this latter J)roposition.
It loses sight of the fact that the question of prior art
comes into the patent lawj through the statutory pl’ovision that a patent shall be invalid if the patentee
was not the first inventor. The whole question ob
viously must have reference, not to the date of the
patent, but to the date of the patentee’s invention.
“ It seems to us to be beyond dispute, upon the
principles involved, that, if the combination a, b, c
when first made by the patentee was invention, and if
the addition of the element d adds utility, even though
of itself it would not involve invention if compared
with the earlier invention of a, h, c hy some one else,
yet the patentee is entitled to claims upon a, b, c and
upon a, b, c, d, and the validity of the second claim
may rest, in part, upon its inclusion of the invention
more broadly stated in a, b, c. Most naturally these
claims would appear as generic and specific in the
same patent; but, if the rules of the Patent Office re
quire, or if the patentee desires and the rules of the
Patent Office permit, the issue of separate patents
to the same inventor, and they are issued the same
day, it cannot be said that the one which bears the
earlier application date or issue number is part of
the prior art as against the other one—always as
suming that ‘prior art’ is a matter not touching
dedication or double patenting. This was the con
clusion we reached upon a discussion of the authori
ties in Higgin Co._v. Watson, 263 F. 378,385, and
even in a case where the patents were not simul
taneous. The order of" their issue was not important
in that case save as.to the question of double patent
ing. In the present case the patentee. Smith, at the
date of filing his second application, might have cancele'd the first one and filed an application showing
both the original and improved fo m s of his device;
afad containing most, if-not all, of-the claims here in
suit. That he did not do so but kept his improve
ment patent separate, at the same time avoiding any

With regard to the question of double patenting, the
Court said :
“ Beyond the statutory defenses against the validity
of a patent, the Supreme Court has found it neces
sary to imply another, viz., that there could be but'
one patent for one invention, and thus it has det^eloped the defense of double patenting. The most,
persuasive reason for this rule of invalidity was that
otherwise the patentee could extend his monopoly
beyond the statutory period: * * *.
* « * *

“ We therefore conclude that the presence of, for
example, the inflated rubber tube as the extension
member in the second numbered patent instead of
the rubber cord of the first numbered, though it
might not hy itself he invention if some one else had
earlier invented the first numbered, yet when claimed
in connection with and by way of improvement upon
the first form, it may serve to differentiate a valid
claim in the improvement patent, as if the two were
one. While it has been said that each claim is a sep
arate patent, it has never been thought that a speci
fic claim which does not disclose patentable inven
tion over a more generic one in the same patent was,
for that reason alone, invalid. When the claims are
in separate patents, possible divergent o'wnership
suggests complications, but we do not foresee any
which compel hesitation in our conclusion.”
Tn 1^26, Judge Hough in the case of National Electric
Ticket Register Go. v. Automatic Ticket Register G'orp.,
15 Fed. (2d) 257, Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Cir
cuit, rendered a decision which caused a great deal ofcorifusion, btit which was repudiated in the same circuit
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question of dedication or double patenting, ought not
to deprive hiin of the benefit of otherwise valid
claims.”

■a

..........

by Traitel Marble Co. v. Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.,
infra.
The invention involved in the Ticket Register deci
sion related to a ticket issuing machine in which a con
tinuous ticket strip is fed forwardly and severed into
lengths containing one or a plurality of tickets. Sullivan
tiled an application in 1912 on a ticket issuing machine
and received a patent therefor in 1919. He also filed a
second application in the period between the filing and
granting of the first patent. The Court affirmed the de
cree of the lower court holding the second patent invalid
over the first patent in view of prior art, saying:
‘‘But the point of this case is, not that the two
Sullivan patents were copending, but that what the
patentee knew, and put into his earlier application,
he could not assert to be new when he filed his later
one. H is second step could only begin where his first
stopped. H is knowledge is not imputed to him by
any proceeding in the Patent Office; he acquired it by
the efforts of his own mind. Harvey Hubbell v. Gen
eral Electric Co. (C. C. A. 2) 267 F. 564.”
In connection with the inventor’s own prior kpetvledge, Mr. Justice Storey in Pennock v. Dkcto^e, 27
U. S. 1, in a decision rendered in 1829, explained that the
expression “ known or used before the filing of the appli
cation” cannot mean known to or used by the inventor
himself for that would be to prohibit him from the only
means of obtaining a patent. It is obvious that an in
ventor must himself know what his invention is before he
applies for a patent, and if such prior knowledge by him
self was a bar, he could never obtain a valid patent.
In the case of Barber-Colmcm Co. v. Withnell, 20'
Fed. 373, Circuit Court of Appeals, First Circuit, decided
June 16, 1927, the Court followed the Ticket Register
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Case and held a claim invalid over the mechanism de
scribed in an earlier copending patent in view of prior
art.
The ease of Traitel Marble Co. v. Hungerford Brass
& Copper Co., 22 Fed. (2d) 259, Court of Appeals, Second
Circuit, decision rendered November 1,1927, by Judge L.
Hand, is probably the recent leading case on this subject
and is referred to in numerous subsequent decisions. This
case repudiates the doctrine set forth in the Ticket Regis
ter Case that an applicant’s own prior copending applica
tion is prior art and, accordingly, repudiates Harvey
Hubbell, Inc. v. General Electric Co. and Willcox & Gibbs
V. Merrow, which were relied on in the Ticket Register
Case.
In the Traitel Case, the Calkins patent in suit was
applied for on August 31,1920, and was granted on April
10, 1923. Calkins had previously filed on November 15,
1919, another application and a patent on it was granted
March 15, 1921. The two applications were therefore co
pending.
Both patents related to a flexible metal strip used to
lay out into patterns the upper terrazzo layer of a con
crete flooring. In the language of the Court:
“ This layer is of a depth equal only to half the
width of the strip, which must in consequence be
forced down into the wet lower layer of concrete. The
lower half of the strip is slit at intervals, and the ma
terial struck out from the slits is bent up at right
angles to the strip alternately on opposite sides, so
that the resulting ‘ ears ’ form stops for the descent of
the strip into the concrete. In the original dis
closure, the slits went to the lower edge of the strip,
so that the ‘ears’ projected laterally for half the
width of the strip. The only difference between this
and the claims in suit is that ‘ears’ of less width are
11

struck out, leaving the lower edge of the strip continuoits.”
^
The defenses raised were double patenting in view
of the earlier Calkin's patent and anticipation by the ear
lier Calkins patent as part of the prior art. It was held by
the court that since the applications were copending, the
earlier patent was not a part of the prior art, the Court
stating:

“ Calkins’ earlier patent was not part of the prior
art, and it is not necessary to the validity of the
claims in suit that they should embody a patentable
advance over the earlier disclosure. The two appli
cations were copending, and it is a matter of indiffer
ence which of the patents issued first, provided that
the claims are for separate inventions. This was
held after elaborate discussion in Miller v. Eagle
Mfg. Co., 151 U. S. 186,14 S. Ct. 310, 38 L. Ed. 121,
and had been already decided in Suffold Co. v. Hay
den, 3 Wall, 315, 18 L. Ed. 76. It has often been de
cided in this court (Electrical Accumulator Co. v.
Brush Electric Co., 52 F. 130; Thomson, etc., Co. v.
Elmire, etc., Co., 71 F. 396; Kinnear Mfg. Co. v. W il
son, 142 F. 970; Victor, etc., Co. v. American, etc.,
Co., 145 F. 350), and is the law elsewhere (Thomson,
etc., Co. V. Ohio Brass Co., 80 F. 712, C. C. A. 6; Cen
tury, etc., Co. V. Westinghouse, etc., Co., 191 F. 350,
C. C. A. 8). The issuance of the first patent-does not
abandon the unclaimed matter in its disclosure, the
pendency of the second application rebutting' any
such inference.
*

#

»

*

‘ ‘ Therefore all we have to do in the case at bar
is to decide whether the claims in suit are for a sep
arate invention from the original claims allowed
upon the first application. Clearly the test of this
question is not whether the step between the later
claims and the earlier required invention. The whole
12

discussion in the books presupposes that the dis
closure would be fatal to the new claims, if it were a
part of the prior art, and upon the issue of invention
the disclosure, not the claims, is relevant. Where
the earlier claims are for one feature of the dis
closure and the later for another, no difficulty can
arise; but where the earlier claims are generic and
the later specific, or vice versa, the matter is not so
plain. We shall for argument assume that the orig
inal claims of the first patent need not have been
strictly limited to the disclosure, and, if so, they cov
ered both continuous and discontinuous lower edges.
Nevertheless the continuous edge was not originally
shown, and the claims in suit added it as a new fea
ture, designed to effect a result which would not fol
low upon the practice of the first disclosure, except
in case it had been deliberately varied. It is familiar
law that a species claim may be a good invention, not
withstanding that the genus is already in the public
demesne, which implies that it is a separate inven
tion, and the case at bar is as much an instance of
that situation as though the distinction between the
old and new claims were patentable. The point was
raised and discussed in Thomson-Houston Co. \ .
Ohio Brass Co., supra, in a case where the generic
patent issued last, a much more serious situation for
the patentee.
#

#

«

*

‘ ‘ The last question is of double patenting, as to
which it might be enough to say that it is not pleaded.
However, as the question is likely to arise later, and
its answer is really involved in what we have already
said, we will not leave it open. The defense is good
only when the claims are the same, and the discussion
in Miller v. Eagle Mfg. Co., supra, was really of this
point. As we have held that the original claims a,nd
the claims in suit are not the same, the defense fails.
It is, indeed; quite true that Calkins gets a protection
for more than 17 years for the continuous edged
13

strip. He got it during the existence of the original
generic claims, and he gets it from the claims in suit.
Yet it is never an objection to an improvement patent
that an earlier generic patent has covered the same
structure, and each is valid, though taken out by a
single inventor. O’Beilly v. Morse, 15 How. 62, 122,
133, 134, 14 L. Ed. 601. This is precisely the same
situation, except that, because the applications were
copending, it is not necessary that the improvement
should he an invention over the matters disclosed in
the other application. In view of the fact that the
date of issue of an application is beyond the control
of the applicant, the chance of so extending the
monopoly is disregarded, and it makes no difference
which of the applications issues first. ThomsonHouston Co. V. Ohio Brass Co. (C. C. A.) 80 P. 712,
726, 727.”
The decision specifically repudiated the Ticket Eegister Case, stating:
“ Whatever may appear to the contrary in National
etc., Co. V. Automatic, etc., Corp., 15 F. (2d) 257,
(C. C. A. 2) must be understood as not necessary to
the decision of that case.”
Traitel v. Hungerford was followed, among others,
in the following cases in the Second Circuit: Bassich
Mfg. Co. V. Adams Grease Gun Corp., 26 Fed. (2d) 722;
Claude Neon Lights, Inc. v. E. MacMett & Son, 27 Fed.
(2d) 702; and Lewis Invisible Stitch Machine Co. v. Pop
per, 5 Fed. Supp. 859. It was also followed in the Fourth
Circuit in Montgomery Ward S Co. v. Gibbs., 27 Fed.
(2d) 466; and Standard Brands, Inc. v. Federal Yeast
Corp., 38 Fed. (2d) 329. A like holding was made by the
Court in the Sixth Circuit in Southern Textile Machinery
Co. V. United Hosiery Mills Corp., 33 Fed. (2d) 862.
In Claude Neon Lights, Inc. v. E. Machlett (& Son
Case, the Court stated:
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“ Nor is this inventor’s patent. No. 1,131,910, prior
art to the first patent in suit. Traitel Marble Co. v.
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co. (C. C. A.) 22 P. 259,
(2d). Section 4886 of the Revised Statutes (35
U.S.C.A. Sec. 31; Comp. St. Sec. 9430) makes only
knowledge or use by others a bar, and such knowl
edge and use must be before his invention or dis
covery.”
In Southern Textile Machinery Co. v. United Hosiery
Mills Corp., the invention related to a machine for unit
ing knit fabric commonly called a looping machine. The
lower court dismissed the bill of complaint on the ground
that the invention which was the subject of claim 13 in
suit was fully disclosed in a patent issued to the same
patentee on the same date, but bearing an earlier filing
date. The appellate court said :

“ The applications were thus copending, and the ef
fect of the procedure taken in the Patent Office was
that of a division. It is now practically conceded by
the defendant that the mere fact that the invention
was disclosed in the earlier application, from which
claims therefor were canceled during copendency of
the second application, will not of itself invalidate
the patent issued upon the second application con
taining the claims canceled from the first. This is
quite in accord with the almost uniform adjudica
tions in this and other circuits. Toledo Plate &
Window Glass Co. v. Kawneer Mfg. Co., 237 F. 364,
367 (C. C. A. 6); Higgin Mfg. Co. v. Watson, 263 P.
378, 385 (C. C. A. 6); Traitel Marble Co. v. Hunger
ford Brass & Copper Co., 22 P. (2d) 259 (C. C. A. 2);
Ide V. Trorlicht, etc.. Carpet Co. 115 P. 137, 145
(C. C. A. 8); Montgomery Ward & Co. v. Gibbs, 27
P. (2d) 466 (C. C. A. 4). The apparently conflicting
decision in National Electric Ticket Register Co. v.
Automatic Ticket Register Corp., 15 P. (2d) 257 (C.
C. A. 2), is in substance repudiated by the same
Court in the Traitel Marble Co. Case, supra, subse15

quently followed in Gibbs v. Triumph Trap Co. (C. C.
A.) 26 F. (2d) 312,'and Claude Neon Lights, Inc. v.
Machlett & Son (C. C. A.) 27 F. (2d) 707.”

Standard, Brands, Inc. v. Federal Yeast Corporation,
38 Fed. (2d) 329, District Court, D. Md., Feb. 10, 1930,
Soper, J. (Equity No. 1421) Fourth Circuit:
This case involved several copending patents to Hayduck relating to the preparation of yeast. The defendant
contended that the later patent did not involve a patentable invention different from those claimed in the two
prior patents and hence the later patent was invalid. The
Court held that this ground was not tenable, stating:
“ The authorities do not sustain the defendant’s
conclusion. It has been held that, in the case of co
pending applications by the same inventor relating
to the same art, it is not necessary to the validity of
the claims of the later application that they should
embody a patentable advance over the earlier disclo
sure. The test is not whether the step between the
earlier and later claims required invention. It is sufficent that the claims are for separate inventions.
Traitel Marble Co. v. U. T. Hungerford Brass & Cop
per Co. (C. C. A.) 22 F. (2d) 259, 260.”
We now consider the following decisions of the
Court of Customs and Patent A ppeals: In re Bych, 1931
C.D. 391, 48 Fed. (2d) 665, decided April 15, 1931; In re
Fischer, 57 Fed. (2d) 369, decided April 4, 1932; and In
re Peiler, 64 Fed. (2d) 984, decided M ay'22,1933.

In re Byck, 1931 C.D. 391. The claim on appeal was
for an insulated coil comprising a conductive winding
having an insulating coating of a certain composition.
The composition per se had been patented to Byck and
the application under rejection and the application for
the patent had been copending. The rejection was on
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applicant’s copending patent for the composition in view
of prior art.
The Court affirmed the rejection by the Board of
Appeals and stated:
“ We think it clear that the application here in
issue does not claim a separate invention from that
claimed in the issued patent, but only claims an ob
vious use of the composition there patented.
#

#

#

#

#

‘ ‘ In the case at bar, appellant received a patent
upon his composition of matter because he had in
vented something new and useful. He could not have
received such patent unless he had disclosed its util
ity. Such disclosure of usefulness did not constitute
separate inventions, but an essential part of a single
invention.”
In the decision In re Fischer, 57 Fed. (2d) 369, the
invention involved a construction material comprising a
preformed sheet of bituminous material having weblike
strengthening pieces incorporated therein and separated
one from another by a substantial thickness of the bituminuous material. The Court sustained the Board of Ap
peals’ rejection, which was on the ground that the ap
pealed claim was directed to the same subject-matter as
that claimed in applicant’s prior copending patent. The
appellant relied on Traitel Marble Co. v. Hungerford to
sustain the position that the difference between the
claims of a pending application and those of a copending
patent granted to the same party need not amount to in
vention. The Court declined to follow this decision, stat
ing:
“ We think the weight of authority is to the ef
fect that an inventor is only entitled to one patent
for one invention, and that he cannot prolong his
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monopoly by claiming nothing more than the same
invention in different language. In re Hutter, 55 app.
D.C. 210, 4 F. (2d) 176; In re Woodsome el al., 56
App. D.C. 138, 10 F. (2d) 1003; In re Forrest, 47 F.
(2d) 395, 18 C. C. P. A. 1028; In re Laughlin, 48 F.
(2d) 921, 18 C. C. P. A. 1239; In re Isherwood, 46
App. D.C. 507; In re Swan, 46 F. (2d) 572, 18 C. C.
P. A., 935; In re Peiler, 48 F. (2d) 405,18 C. C. P. A.
1102; In re Byck, 48 F. (2d) 665,18 C. C. P. A. 1208;
In re Eobinson, 48 F. (2d) 931,18 C. C. P. A. 1271;
In re Slepian, 49 F. (2d) 835,18 C. C. P. A. 1393.”

In re Peiler, 64 Fed. (2d) 984, C.C.P.A., May 22,
1933:
The invention here was for a glass feeding mechan
ism and an independently operated shear mechanism.
The claims were rejected on two prior Peiler patents
which were copending with the application which was be
fore the Court for decision.
The Court held that the prior copending patents
ivere not prior art and that, therefore, their disclosure
could not be used as an anticipation of the claims, but
that they might only be used to determine whether the
claim at issue was patentahly distinct from the claims in
the prior copending patents. The Court stated:
“ Were we at liberty to regard the said last two
cited patents as prior art, we would be inclined to
agree with the Board of Appeals that it would not
require invention to supply a throwout mechanism,
included in the claims here in issue. Bwt said pat
ents are not in this case prior art for the reason that
appellant’s present application was copending at the
time said patents were issued. In re Peiler, 48 F.
(2d) 405, 18 C. C. P. A. 1102; Traitel Marble Co. v.
U. T. Hungerford Brass & Copper Co. (C. C. A.) 22
F. (2d) 259. However, said patents may be resorted
to for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the
18

invention here involved was there disclosed and
claimed. If the element here in issue, viz., the shear
throw-out mechanism, in combination with the other
elements named in the claims, is not patentahly dis
tinct from the claims of appellant’s patent. No.
1,277,254, then the decision of the Board should be
affirmed; but we may not resort to any disclosure
found in either of appellant’s prior patents, not
claimed therein, to establish lack of invention in sup
plying the shear throw-out mechanism as claimed
herein. We therefore cannot resort to either of said
patents for a disclosure that the glass feeding mech
anism there shown could be operated independently
of the shear mechanism.
‘ ‘ So far as the record shows, appellant was the
first to discover that a useful result could be secured
by providing a shear throw-out mechanism in a com
bination such as is described in the claims here in
issue, and there is nothing in any of the claims of ap
pellant’s prior patents covering this feature.
“ Therefore, in determining whether the addi
tion of the element of a shear throw-out mechanism
to the other elements of the claims here in issue con
stituted invention, we may not rely upon either of
appellant’s prior patents beyond the matters dis
closed and claimed therein.”
See also In Ee Carlton, 77 F(2d) 363; C.C.P.A. May
27, 1935.
A good statement of the law relating to dedication
to the public of the unclaimed matter disclosed in an ap
plication is found in Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc., et al. v.
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., 296 Fed. 188 (District
Court, S.D. New York, May 3, 1920) in which the Court
on pages 195 and 196 said :
“ The relevant law is not complicated, and is, I
think, wholly consistent and logical. It all proceeds
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upon the doctrine, thoroughly ■well settled, that, when
an applicant receives his patent, the monopolies or
‘inventions’ are embodied in his claims, and the dis
closure in all its parts he transfers over into the pub
lic demesne. However, this dedication does not af
fect other applications which may then be pending at
the time, because that cannot, of course, be his pur
pose, and because it would be unjust to impose upon
him the equivalent of such a purpose. Akin to this
doctrine, and running along with it in the books, is
the doctrine that two patents^—i.e., two claims—can
not exist side by side for the same invention, and
that the earlier claim alone is valid. Miller v. Eagle
Mfg. Co., 151 U. S. 186,14 Sup. Ct. 310, 38 L. Ed. 121.
‘ ‘ This being so, it follows that, when a patent
once has issued, no subsequent claim can be valid for
the same invention, and by invention we are not
bound verbally by the claims, but we read them with
the specifications, to see what they really mean,
Thomson-Houston El. Co. v. Hoosick Ry. Co., 82 F.
461, 27 C. C. A. 419 (C. C. A. 2d). If the claims be
different, and the applications be copending, it
makes no difference in which of the two applications
the broader claims appear.”

Wirebownds Patents Co. v. Saranac Automatic Mach.
Corp., 37 Fed. (2d) 830, Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth
Circuit. January 25, 1930. No. 5076—Judge Denison.
This was an infringement suit based upon three pat
ents all issued February 9, 1915, to Inwood and Lavenberg. The workholder patent 1,128,144 was filed October
14.1904. The machine patent 1,128,145 was filed October
27.1904. The method patent 1,128,252, which was a divi
sion of the workholdfer patent, ,-\tas filed April 21,1914.
In addition. Inwood and Ldvenberg had filed an ap
plication for the product on October 17,1904, and patent
799,854 had been granted September 19, 1905. This
20
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product patent was reissued as reissue patent 12,725 in
1907. The patents related to the making of wirebound
box blanks.
As to the defendant’s contention that the machine
patent was invalid over the product patent or the method
patent, which method patent was a division of the workholder patent, the Court sa id :
“ It has been suggested that the disclosure made
by the method patent left no room for invention in
the machine patent. This suggestion cannot be of
force, since the patent? were copending and one is
not prior art as against the other, even if they had
not both been issued on the same day. See cases in
fra. If by the suggestion it is meant that the pri
mary thought was in the method and that little or no
invention was needed to make a machine, once the
method had been conceived, that may be true; but
that cannot militate against the validity of the ma
chine patent when the two are practically simul
taneous, for in such case the concept involved in the
n^ethod is an important and perhaps a vital part of
the machine invention. The conception which under
lies and precedes the machine may or may not involve
an independently patentable method; in either event
alike the machine is patentable.
“ Nor can the product patent invalidate the ma,chine patent as double patenting or by any analogy
to that theory. The monopolies granted by the two
patents were not coextensive. The machine patent
pertains to assembling preformed cleats and holding
them in proper relationship while side material and
binding wire are attached—and this, no matter
whether the side material is a continuous sheet to be
folded or slit, or both, or is a plurality of separate
sheets or boards, whose edges overlap, or boards
which do not overlap but leave either an edge con
tact corner or a slightly open corner, or is boards or
slieets or slats whifeh do not coihe near the corner
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but produce a crate; all these forms can be made on
the machine; most of them have been, in substantial
quantities. In other words, this machine patent per
tains to cleat treatment. The product patent per
tains to the selection and treatment of side material,
and it covers and protects only one of the several
forms of product of the machine. Plainly, the ma
chine invention was the underlying thing, quasi
generic; the product patent is a side issue, quasi
specific. Even with patents relatively and complete
ly generic and specific, the rule is established, at least
in this circuit, that the generic patent earlier applied
for will be neither invalidated nor limited by the
specific patent later applied for and copending, even
though the later application develops into the earlier
issue. Much less will there be such avoidance or
limitation, when the two patents are so far from co
extensive that either one may be infringed without
infringing the other.
* * « *

“ If the machine, or process as described and claimed,
will turn out a particular product, which product al
so is new and patentable, and if the product is one
which can be constructed by another process, or
manually, or by another machine, the machine and
product are separate inventions, separately patentable. It may well be that the machine or its equiva
lent is essential to make the product cheaply enough
to be marketable, and thus, in a commercial sense, a
later issued machine patent will extend the monopoly
of the product patent; but this may or may not be
s o ; and that it happens to be so in a particular case
cannot invalidate an otherwise valid patent.”
The defendant cited Hosier Safe Co. v. Hosier, BaJimann S Co., 127 U. S. 354, 8 S. Ct. 1148, 32 L. Ed. 182, to
the effect that an earlier issued product patent will in
validate a later patent to the same inventor for the proc
ess by which the product is made. Judge Denison con

cluded that the Supreme Court in the Hosier Case had
based its decision on the ground that the product and the
method patents were not for two inventions, but for one,
and further stated;
“ Nor can it be thought that the result (the Supreme
Court’s decision) depends upon the fact that the
process had been disclosed in the earlier filed prod
uct application, for then the case would be in conflict
with the now unquestioned rule that among copend
ing applications by the same inventor one is not prior
art as against another.
*
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“ It seems to us entirely plain that the product
patent must be immaterial as to the validity of the
machine patent, unless the former was prior art or
the latter was double patenting; and equally plain
that neither condition exists.”

Saranac Automatic Hachine Corp. v. Wirehounds
Patents Co. et al, 282 U. S. 704 (Certiorari to the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit) Decided Feb. 24,
1931—Mr. Justice Stone:
The decision in this case reversed the decision given
by Judge Denison and reported in 37 Fed. (2d) 830. The
Supreme Court decision held claim 25 of the machine pat
ent 1,128,145 invalid in view of the prior granted product
patent, reissue 12,725.
In referring to the machine patent, the Court stated:
“ The conception of Inwood and Lavenberg
which was new, was that the pre-formed cleats and
side materials could be assembled and so positioned
with reference to each other, that they could be
stapled together to manufacture, in the single stapl
ing operation, the finished product, the box blank
ready for folding. This constituted an important ad
vance over the use of the rigid box blanks in the two23

step method of the prior art, which had been de
veloped by Eosback. The new method had a large
and immediate commercial success; and we assume,
as the court below held, that it involved invention.
See The Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U. S. 275, 283;
Krementz v. S. Cottle Co., 148 U. S. 556, 560; Min
erals Separation, Ltd. v. Hyde, 242 U. S. 261.
“ This conception is that of the reissue (prod
uct) patent, held valid as a basic patent in Wirebounds Patents Co. v. Chicago Mill & Lumber Co.,
238 Fed. 929, and by the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals in Wirebounds Patents Co. v. Gibbons Box
Co., supra. As it has now expired, the public is free
to use the new procedure of making wirebound fold
ing box blanks, so far as taught by that patent. The
patent is for a product, an improved wirebound box
blank, foldable into a box with overlapping- sides. It
describes the earlier two-step procedure by which the
rigid box forms were first assembled and then, by a
second separate step, prepared for folding by step
mitering the cleats and scoring the side material.
The specification of the patent i s : ‘ Our invention re
lates to certain improvements in wirebound boxes,
especially of that class in which the blanks constitut
ing the four sides of the box are assembled and se
cured in relative position to each other prior to fold
ing by reinforcing wires, and has for its object the
assembling and fastening together such parts consti
tuting the completed blank so that the same when
folded will produce overlapping edges of the side
sheets.’ The drawings of the patent; which show a
completed blank ready for folding, read with the
specifications, indicate unmistakably that the ad
vance, achieved by the improvement over the existing
method of manufacturing box blanks, was in the
process by which the product of the patent could be
made By assembling and positioning pre-formed
cleats and sides, so spaced that, when stapled, they
will fold to form the four sides of a box.
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^‘Thus this patent completely discloses the in
vention of Inwood and Lavenberg and the advance
which is made over the prior art. It taught all that
was disclosed by their method patent, for the method
claimed is but the process of the now expired reissue
patent resulting in the product of the patent. As only
the validity and infringement of the machine patent
are now before us, it is unnecessary to consider
whether, for the reason just stated, the later method
patent is invalid, although granted on a copending
application, as was held in Mosler Safe & Lock Co.
V. Mosler, 127 U. S. 354, 361, or whether it is invalid
because of the delay in filing the divisional applica
tion, as was held by the District Court below.
“ All else embodied in the machine and work
holder patents, we think, involved not invention, but
the application of mechanical skill to the solution of
the problem of devising suitable mechanical means
for the manufacture of foldable box blanks by the
process or method disclosed by the reissue patent.
« « » «

“ Given the method of the reissue patent, failure to
adapt these obvious means to the solution of the
problem in hand would, we think, have evidenced a
want of ordinary mechanical skill and familiarity
with them. Their adaptation to the new use was not
the creative work of the inventive faculty. It was
‘but the display of the expected skill of the calling,
and involves only the exercise of the ordinary facul
ties of reasoning upon the materials supplied by a
special knowledge, and the faculty of manipulation
which results from its habitual and intelligent prac
tice.’ ”
In referring to the machine patent and the work
holder patent, the Court stated:
“ But nowhere do they describe or claim, as the in
vention of the patent, the new method or procedure
25

of Inwood and Lavenberg, which was their improve
ment on the prior art. That is told in full in the re
issue patent, and it is there that the dominating new
result appears.
*

*

*

*

“ The question therefore is not one of reliance
upon the prior art of the reissue patent as against a
copending patent, or of double patenting, or of the
overlapping of specific and generic patents. It is the
attempted extension of the monopoly of the expired
reissue patent in Inwood and Lavenberg’s invention
by resort to the machine patent, and to the work
holder from which the described invention had been
subtracted by division, and which cover, not the in
vention of the reissue patent, but a mechanical de
vice which does not involve invention.
Eeversed.”
The Supreme Court decision in Saranac Automatic
Machine Corp. v. Wirehounds Patents Co., was rendered
Feb. 24, 1931. Prior to that time, namely, on June 13,
1930, Judge Denison of the Circuit Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit, had rendered a decision in Reo Motor
Gar Co. v. Gear Grinding Machine Co., 42 Fed. (2d) 965.
That case involved patent 1,155,532 for a trimming mech
anism or machine for grinder wheels of shaft grinding
machines, and also patent 1,271,495 for a method of
grinding splined shafts. The applications for the ma
chine and method were each filed on the same day. The
patent on the machine was granted in 1915 and that on
the method of grinding was granted in 1918. The machine
patent disclosed the method of grinding covered by the
method patent. In its decision, the Court stated:
“ It is suggested also that, since the trimmer
patent of 1915 disclosed the method, there is an ex
tension of monopoly and in effect a double patenting
26

by issuing the method patent in 1918. It will be re
membered that the applications were filed at the
same time and the longer pendency of the method
application was the result of the greater persistence
shown by the Patent Office in opposition to the grant.
This subject of copendin^ applications, involving
two aspects of the invention, has been fully and re
cently discussed by us in the Wirehounds Patents
opinion, 37 F. (2d) 830, filed January 25, 1930, and
to that discussion we refer.”
An application for rehearing was made to the Circuit
Court of Appeals and this was denied in Gear Grinding
Machine Co. v. Reo Motor Car Co., 50 Fed. (2d) 412, the
Court in a per curiam decision stating:
“ We. have held this present application in the
anticipation that in its disposition of the Wirehounds
Patents Case, the Supreme Court might make some
decision which would be applicable here. We con
clude that it has not done so. Saranac Co. v. Wirebounds Co., 282 U. S. 704, 51 S. Ct. 232, 75 L. Ed.
634. The validity of the method patent there some
what involved was not decided. The comment which
is made as to that method patent, postdating the
product patent which disclosed th^ method—what
ever force the court may have intended to imply,—^is
applicable, at most, only to the facts of that case. In
the present case, the general method patent and the
patent for a machine for practicing that method in
one of the numerous ways in which it might be ap
plied, have plainly, we think, the character of rela
tively generic and specific patents; and it is pointed
out in our opinion in the Wirehounds Case that it
has long been the settled rule in this circuit, as in
others, that where applications were copending the
earlier grant of the specific did not invalidate the
later grant of the generic. In the Wirehounds Case,
the product patent had been practically and eommer27
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cially efficacious to give a monopoly upon the meth
od ; in the present case, quite the contrary.
“ Upon the Avhole, we are satisfied that the de
cree in this case should not be disturbed because of
anything said in the Supreme Court opinion in the
Wirebounds Case.”
Read before the Patent Law Association of Pitts
burgh, June 8,1934, in the Metropolitan Club.
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